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INTRODUCTION

“I’ve never heard of a label that doesn’t screw the artist... that’s the business model, is screwing the artist.”

While the landscape of music has changed with the digitalization of the industry, and with advents such as YouTube, Spotify, and other music streaming services changing the way consumers access music, record labels still remain crucial to the success of emerging artists. Record labels offer a deal seemingly too good to pass up: promotion and marketing to mass audiences, large-scale distribution abilities, and the capability to invest large amounts of capital into the careers of upcoming artists. Major label domination of the music industry is not a new phenomenon by any means, but in recent years, the number of major labels occupying the lion’s share of the market has only decreased. In 2011, amid billions of dollars of debt, EMI announced the sale of its recorded music operations to Universal Music Group and the sale of its music publishing operations to Sony/ATV Music Publishing. And then there were three. By 2014, approximately sixty-four percent of the labels’ market share remained in the hands of three major labels: Universal Music Group, Sony Music, and Warner Music Group.

This overwhelming control of the industry allows “The Big Three” to standardize recording contract terms, featuring clauses and provisions that are largely non-negotiable. California remains the epicenter of the entertainment industry, with the vast majority of recording agreements governed by California law. To address the fact that many service industries are based in California, including the film and television industries, the California legislature enacted California Labor Code section 2855. This statute limits personal service contracts, meaning those contracts that “render service of a special, unique, unusual,
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extraordinary, or intellectual character,” to seven years from commencement. A subsequent amendment, section 2855(b), which only applies to recording contracts, subjects an artist to damages on undelivered albums remaining on the contract if such right to terminate the agreement is exercised. Record labels, with experience and knowledge of the time necessary to produce an album, and extensive expectations of marketing and promotional obligations, nevertheless continue to implement contracts dictating a number of albums that reasonably cannot, or should not, be produced within seven years. This creates a situation in which the artist is faced with the choice between forced labor, by remaining bound to an agreement past seven years from commencement, or if a contract is terminated, an uncertain amount of liability, as the statute lacks a definition of “damages”—surely an unconscionable result. A revival of a past bill effort to allow the California legislature to review the statute in light of current economic circumstances and the industry status quo must occur to remedy these issues. Although repeated attempts to repeal section 2855(b) have failed, at minimum the legislature must step in to set forth a definition of “damages.” With a definition of “damages,” and therefore a means by which to estimate potential liability, artists will no longer face an

11 The statute states, in relevant part:
(a) Except as otherwise provided in subdivision (b), a contract to render personal service . . . may not be enforced against the employee beyond seven years from the commencement of service under it. Any contract, otherwise valid, to perform or render service of a special, unique, unusual, extraordinary, or intellectual character, which gives it peculiar value and the loss of which cannot be reasonably or adequately compensated in damages in an action at law, may nevertheless be enforced against the person contracting to render the service, for a term not to exceed seven years from the commencement of service under it. If the employee voluntarily continues to serve under it beyond that time, the contract may be referred to as affording a presumptive measure of the compensation.
(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (a):
(1) Any employee who is a party to a contract to render personal service in the production of phonorecords . . . may not invoke the provisions of subdivision (a) without first giving written notice to the employer . . . specifying that the employee from and after a future date certain specified in the notice will no longer render service under the contract by reason of subdivision (a).
(2) Any party to a contract described in paragraph (1) shall have the right to recover damages for a breach of the contract occurring during its term in an action commenced during or after its term, but within the applicable period prescribed by law.
(3) If a party to a contract described in paragraph (1) is, or could contractually be, required to render personal service in the production of a specified quantity of the phonorecords and fails to render all of the required service prior to the date specified in the notice provided in paragraph (1), the party damaged by the failure shall have the right to recover damages for each phonorecord as to which that party has failed to render service in an action that, notwithstanding paragraph (2), shall be commenced within 45 days after the date specified in the notice.

CAL. LAB. CODE § 2855 (West 2007).
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uncertain amount of liability should they choose to terminate an agreement after seven years. The legislature must also implement a good faith requirement in the statute, encouraging artists to fulfill their contractual responsibilities. Damages should be eliminated with a finding of good faith, and damages should be limited to one undelivered album if there is a finding of bad faith.

This Note explores recording contracts, specifically those governed by California law. Section I will examine important standard recording contract terms and how those provisions operate in today’s music industry. Section II will review California Labor Code Section 2855 and recent disputes brought under it, namely the lawsuit between EMI and 30 Seconds to Mars. Section III will offer a comparative analysis on the state on the music industry in 1985, at the time of the section 2855(b) amendment, and in 2015. Section IV will explore how, in the face of a changed landscape of music, the justifications put forth by the recording industry for an amendment of section 2855 no longer have a sound basis. This will include an explanation of the effect of 360 deals—which are quickly becoming standard—on these justifications. Lastly, Section V proposes a revival of previous efforts to have the California legislature review the application of the statute to recording contracts. Specifically, in the event that the legislature is still unwilling to repeal section 2855(b), the legislature must, in the alternative, provide a mechanism for measuring damages, as no guidance is currently provided by the statute and case law has not yet been established. By implementing these changes, artists would be safeguarded from the unfair effects that the statute as written effectively produces.

I. STANDARD RECORDING CONTRACT TERMS

In discussing section 2855 and the music industry, it is necessary to analyze typical provisions in a recording contract. Recording contracts necessarily represent the complexity of the music industry, normally averaging fifty to sixty pages in length. Arguably, the most important provision in a record contract, to both labels and musicians alike, is the provision setting forth the length of time the agreement remains in effect.

Unlike most contracts for services, recording contracts do not measure a term by a fixed-year amount. Rather, recording contracts generally set forth an initial fixed term, usually one year, followed by several option periods that the label can exercise to extend the

agreement.\textsuperscript{15}

Normally, the label has a firm obligation to accept one album produced during the initial fixed term and the option to accept as many as seven to nine more albums.\textsuperscript{16} Even assuming the recording of one album per year, this option structure allows labels to potentially extend an agreement well past seven years from commencement, depending on the number of options in the agreement. In fact, factoring in extensive promotional activities such as touring, producing music videos, and television appearances,\textsuperscript{17} the time period between recording albums can regularly amount to at least two years.\textsuperscript{18} In effect, this potentially binds an artist to a contract for a minimum of fourteen years, and should the artist attempt to terminate after seven years, the record label can sue to recover damages on any albums left undelivered under the agreement as a result of section 2855(b).\textsuperscript{19}

Under a standard recording contract, record labels also typically grant the artist an advance to record an album.\textsuperscript{20} Once the album is released, the label then deducts a percentage of the profits from record sales.\textsuperscript{21} However, the balance of that calculation is not yet given to the artist.\textsuperscript{22} The label then deducts the original advance from record sale profits, along with miscellaneous expenses such as recording costs, a portion of the promotion costs, a portion of the video costs, and tour support.\textsuperscript{23} With both physical and digital album sales on a steady decline,\textsuperscript{24} this calculation often leaves the artist in debt to the label.\textsuperscript{25} Any deficit on the part of the artist is then carried forward to the next album and so on, potentially leaving the artist in perpetual debt to the label with no prospect of surmounting the deficit.\textsuperscript{26} Therefore, the record labels are first in line to recoup their costs, but the artists may continue to produce albums without payment if the profits do not
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outweigh the amount of the advance, because of the deduction of numerous additional costs.

While many other provisions in standard recording contracts may also produce onerous results for artists, the length of the agreements and the financial mechanisms at play remain the important focus in discussing section 2855.

II. CALIFORNIA LABOR CODE SECTION 2855

A. History of California Labor Code Section 2855

In 1937, the California legislature enacted California Labor Code section 2855, codifying a streamlined version of a previous similar statute. Shortly thereafter in 1944, the court in De Haviland v. Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. set forth the lasting interpretation of section 2855.

In the De Haviland dispute, while Warner Brothers contended that the statute should be construed to establish the seven year time period in terms of actual service, the court rejected this reading in favor of limiting personal service contracts to seven calendar years from commencement. Wary of the potential effects on the recording industry, in 1985, record labels led by the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), lobbied to extend section 2855’s contractual limit to ten years. Although this proposal ultimately failed, RIAA continued to rally for an amendment, claiming it was necessary to safeguard the large investments made by record labels, and further arguing that record companies do not turn profits on an artist until after the fourth album. RIAA argued that the statute as written would allow artists to walk away from a contract after seven years, regardless of whether the artist fulfilled the number of albums required, thereby...

[footnotes]


29 De Haviland v. Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., 153 P.2d 983 (Cal. Ct. App. 1944) (in which Olivia De Haviland, a motion picture actress, sought to terminate her agreement with Warner Bros. after seven years. The agreement allowed Warner Bros. to suspend De Haviland for periods when she would fail to perform her services and allowed for an extension of the contract for a time equal to those suspension periods. The suspension periods totaled twenty-five weeks and Warner Bros. sought to bind De Haviland to the contract for those twenty-five weeks beyond seven years from the date of commencement).

30 Id. at 985–6.


33 Id.
severely injuring record companies. Furthermore, RIAA cited artist negligence as a major cause of unfulfilled record production requirements.

RIAA’s proposal ultimately became section 2855(b)—applicable only to personal service contracts requiring production of phonorecords. Significantly, even though an artist may invoke the statute to terminate the recording agreement after seven years, section 2855(b)(3) allows record labels to sue to recover damages for the records or options remaining under the contract. The creation of this subsection effectively violated the public policy reasons for enacting the section, namely, allowing employees the freedom to seek other employment opportunities and thus allowing them to optimize their welfare.

While RIAA and the recording industry successfully lobbied for an amendment, the fight against section 2855(b) continued. In 2001 and 2002, California Senator Kevin Murray convened hearings regarding recording contracts and auditing practices in the industry, during which he introduced Senate Bill 1246 (SB 1246), Senate Bill 2080 (SB 2080), and Senate Bill 1034 (SB 1034) to the California legislature. SB 1034, which demanded accountability in the auditing of royalties, ultimately passed. SB 2080, which called for an outright repeal of section 2855(b), stalled in the Senate Judiciary Committee. However, SB 1246, which called for the legislature to review the application of section 2855 to recording contracts, gained tremendous initial
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momentum, but Murray ultimately shelved the bill in late 2002. Although negotiations between RIAA and recording artists’ advocates had continued for a year before Murray ultimately pulled the bill, the two sides were unable to reach a compromise. The Recording Artists’ Coalition (RAC) furiously advocated for artists, stating that although an artist may prevail in litigation with a record label, it is not feasible for an artist to abandon his or her career for the numerous years that winning a lawsuit may take. The RIAA countered that the amendment ensures that an artist cannot simply sit out his agreement and refuse to deliver albums. While the RIAA claimed to make concessions during the negotiations, such as a limit on damages on undelivered albums, the opposing sides could not reach a compromise, and the spotlight soon waned on the controversy.

B. Recent Disputes Invoking Section 2855

In 2008, section 2855 again became the center of a flurry of controversy amidst a thirty million dollar breach of contract lawsuit filed by EMI subsidiary, Virgin Records, against rock band 30 Seconds to Mars, fronted by Jared Leto. Nine years into their recording agreement, during which time they had produced two albums, 30 Seconds to Mars invoked section 2855 and exercised their termination right. Amidst dire financial circumstances, multiple regime changes, and a recent takeover by private equity firm Terra Firma, EMI responded by filing a lawsuit against the band seeking thirty million dollars in damages for failure to deliver the remaining three of the five albums required under the agreement. Faced with the impending lawsuit, frontman Jared Leto began filming a documentary entitled
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Artifact, detailing the band’s fight with EMI and the recording of their third album, *This Is War*. What began as a behind the scenes look at the band’s next album, quickly evolved into an outcry against corporate greed, with Leto speaking on behalf of recording artists everywhere stating, “. . . the lion’s share of profits [are] going to the corporation. That’s not right. Fairness should be shared.” The documentary also details the financial pressure the band faced with the prospect of the thirty million dollars in damages, the eventual 2009 settlement, and their subsequent re-signing with EMI.

Although the exact terms of the settlement were not confirmed, the documentary shows the band struggling with the concept of giving up the fight against section 2855(b). The documentary also alludes that EMI had final cut approval of the documentary and had to consent to the use of all music contained therein. A poignant scene depicts Leto conversing with his legal team, incredulous that he must obtain permission from EMI to include a clip of him spontaneously playing a few chords at the piano. The documentary also features a telling interview with OK Go frontman, Damian Gulash. When asked if EMI ever lied to the band, Gulash skirts the question, alluding that as part of his band’s 2010 settlement with EMI, he is not allowed to answer the question. These two scenes serve to illustrate how much control EMI retained over the documentary product as part of the settlement agreement, and demonstrate the compromises artists are forced to make in order to settle a lawsuit with a major label.

The dispute between 30 Seconds to Mars and EMI is just the most recent example of a dispute. One notable past dispute is the 1999 controversy between Courtney Love and her band, Hole, and Geffen Records, a subsidiary of Universal Music Group. When Love attempted to terminate her band’s contract, Geffen sued for damages for
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five undelivered albums.\textsuperscript{67} Love responded by questioning the constitutionality and applicability of 2855.\textsuperscript{68} Love’s lawsuit with Geffen ignited fervor within the music community to repeal section 2855(b), but the attention on the statute subsided once the parties reached a settlement.\textsuperscript{69} As a result of Love’s settlement and the recent 30 Seconds to Mars settlement, the amendment allowing record labels to sue for damages on undelivered albums has yet to be challenged before a court.\textsuperscript{70}

III. THE CHANGED FACE OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRY AND THE RESOUNDING INAPPLICABILITY OF SECTION 2855

Since the campaign for a section 2855 amendment in 1985, the economics of the music industry have been transformed by technology and vast changes in the way in which people consume music. The changed landscape of the music industry has caused section 2855(b) to operate in a wholly different industry than at the time of its amendment. Although the justifications for the amendment put forth by the recording industry may have been valid at the time, the economics and operation of the music industry have perhaps rendered some of the justifications suspect, if not inapplicable.

A. Mo’ Streaming, Mo’ Problems: A Comparative Analysis of the Music Industry Then and Now

It was 1985, and while the RIAA and record labels were lobbying to the California legislature for an amendment to section 2855,\textsuperscript{71} artists such as Madonna, Phil Collins, and Whitney Houston dominated the charts.\textsuperscript{72} “Like A Virgin” had just debuted a few months previously, quickly becoming the first of Madonna’s twelve number-one hits on the Billboard Hot 100\textsuperscript{73} that sparked a frenzy of fingerless glove and crucifix earring-wearing concertgoers at her immensely profitable The Virgin Tour.\textsuperscript{74} During this time, a superstar artist like Madonna
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\textsuperscript{74} The Virgin Tour, WIKIPEDIA, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Virgin_Tour (last visited Oct. 19, 2015) (“After its end, the Virgin Tour was reported to have grossed over $5 million ($10.96 million in 2015 dollars), with Billboard Boxscore reporting a gross of $3.3 million ($7.24 million in 2015 dollars).”) (internal citations omitted).
averaged an album release every two to three years. This time period also saw music superstars such as Madonna crossing over into film; Madonna appeared in two movies in 1985. With the introduction of the compact disk (CD) in late 1982, the years surrounding the rally for an amendment saw enormous success for the music industry, with global CD sales reaching one hundred and forty million dollars in 1986, a year before the amendment was ultimately passed. While record sales by 1986 had not yet reached the album sales achieved for the year of 2014, the music industry demonstrated tremendous growth with record sales on a steady upswing. With such rapid growth and change in the industry, it is not difficult to see why the recording industry sought to protect its potential assets in the form of undelivered albums, by including a provision in section 2855 through which they could recover damages.

The climate of the music industry today is quite different than the one that record labels faced during the amendment campaign. In order for a consumer to buy their favorite new single in 1985, the consumer had to travel to a record store and buy the entire CD. However, digital downloads have entirely revolutionized this consumption. As early as late 1997 and early 1998, the tides of the music industry began to shift with the launches of mp3.com and eMusic, which was the first website to offer subscription-based downloadable mp3 files. Shawn Fanning and his legacy of Napster soon followed in 1999, with Apple establishing its iTunes Music Store by 2003. By this time, a consumer no longer had to pay for the entire CD in order to access one song. A consumer could simply open up iTunes, click on a song, pay $0.99 for the song, and immediately access the content. The growth of
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the digital download industry was rapid; digital downloads surpassed physical record sales by 2011.\textsuperscript{91} Digital downloads were therefore able to occupy a majority share of the market less than a decade after the launch of Apple’s iTunes Store—a major digital download platform.\textsuperscript{92}

In addition to digital download platforms, music streaming and subscription-based platforms have also revolutionized the way in which consumers access music. After the demise of Napster, the music industry responded by establishing MusicNet, a subscription-based website that allowed access to approximately one million licensed songs.\textsuperscript{93} However, the model failed because many artists refused to support MusicNet’s wholly unfavorable royalty rates to artists.\textsuperscript{94} The model allowed artists to receive only a fraction of a penny per play, while record companies took ninety-one percent of the profits.\textsuperscript{95} Pandora Radio\textsuperscript{96} soon followed in 2004, offering consumers the option to access the service for free with no advertisements, or for a monthly fee for uninterrupted streaming.\textsuperscript{97} This model’s intersection with copyright issues resulted in low profits and the payment of large royalties, to artists although in reality, artists still see little profit from the service.\textsuperscript{98}

With previous digital streaming models arguably failing, in 2011, the Swedish company Spotify\textsuperscript{99} entered U.S. markets.\textsuperscript{100} Rather than a personalized radio station on a subscription-based model like Pandora Radio,\textsuperscript{101} Spotify offers access to a vast library of music,\textsuperscript{102} either advertisement-free via a monthly subscription fee, or with advertisements at no fee.\textsuperscript{103} The rise in prominence of Spotify in the U.S. occurred quickly, and by 2015, revenue from streaming services
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\textsuperscript{102} John Seabrook, *Revenue Streams*, *NEW YORKER* (Nov. 24, 2014), http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/11/24/revenue-streams (“The difference between Spotify and Internet radio services, like Pandora, is that Spotify is interactive. You can sample the complete catalogue of most artists’ recordings.”).
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such as Spotify surpassed physical CD sales revenue for the first time.\(^{104}\)

This rise of Spotify and other similar streaming platforms has significantly complicated the system by which artists receive payment. In a previous age when a consumer bought a CD at a record store for a significant dollar amount, dividing up royalties was much simpler. However, a system of a per-stream royalty rate complicates this calculation.\(^{105}\) The average stream on Spotify equals between six-tenths and eight-tenths of a cent royalty rate.\(^{106}\) Essentially, on average it would take 150 streams of a song to equal the price of a single song download.\(^{107}\) In addition, streams from a free-user account are worth less than streams by a subscriber.\(^{108}\) Although many albums see enormous royalty checks from streaming services such as Spotify, the artists are not necessarily seeing the fruits of this success.\(^{109}\) Although Spotify renders lump payments and detailed data to record labels, the record labels choose how, or if, to share those with the artist.\(^{110}\)

Artists have been vocal in expressing their distaste for Spotify’s business model. Notably, in late 2014, superstar Taylor Swift pulled her entire catalogue from the service, citing devaluation of her work through low payouts.\(^{111}\) Similarly, Prince also pulled his music from Spotify in mid-2015.\(^{112}\) However, the streaming model seems to have established a firm place in the music industry, as Apple, Amazon, and Google have all established their own similar services.\(^{113}\) Jay-Z-backed Tidal also launched in early 2015,\(^{114}\) with Taylor Swift making her

---
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\(^{110}\) (“Month by month, Spotify pays the major labels lump sums for the entire market share of their catalogues. How the labels decide to parcel these payments out to their artists isn’t transparent, because, while Spotify gives detailed data to the labels, the labels ultimately decide how to share that information with their artists.”).


music available on the platform after pulling her catalogue from Spotify.\textsuperscript{115} She later chose a different streaming platform for the release of her “1989” album, which instead debuted on Apple Music.\textsuperscript{116} As of November 2015, Adele also took a stance on music streaming by withholding her long-awaited third album from Spotify and Apple Music.\textsuperscript{117}

While music superstars have remained critical of music streaming services, there is no evidence of a slowdown in the development of these services. Notably, as of November 2015, YouTube also threw its hat into the music streaming service ring with the introduction of its YouTube Music App, offering both a free tier and a subscription based tier for ten dollars a month, which boasts ad-free streaming, the ability to switch between video and audio-only, and offline listening.\textsuperscript{118}

Although music streaming issues are a relatively new issue for the industry, piracy has for many years plagued, and continues to plague, the industry. While the record industry successfully litigated to force the shutdown of Napster in 2001,\textsuperscript{119} this was hardly a victory for the music business. Instead of consumers returning to record stores to buy music, consumers looked to other file-sharing platforms to access free music.\textsuperscript{120} Kazaa\textsuperscript{121} and Limewire\textsuperscript{122} quickly filled the shoes of Napster, making it clear that piracy was here to stay. In 2003, Swedish-based platform The Pirate Bay also entered the market. Despite being embroiled in numerous legal disputes, The Pirate Bay continues to operate today.\textsuperscript{123}

While the industry continues to see a rise in music streaming, twenty million consumers in the United States still access music through file-sharing networks.\textsuperscript{124} The intense focus on piracy that occurred during the years surrounding the rise of Napster seems to have waned and piracy has become an accepted part of the background

\textsuperscript{115} Ben Popper, \textit{Taylor Swift ditched Spotify, but will stream to all 17,000 people on Jay Z’s Tidal music service}, \textit{The Verge} (March 25, 2015, 1:07 PM), http://www.theverge.com/2015/3/25/8288847/taylor-swift-streaming-tidal-aspiro-jay-z.


\textsuperscript{120} \textit{Id}.


against which royalty payments from streaming services are considered.\footnote{125} In fact, “stakeholders [of the music industry] now seem resigned to this marketplace condition and the perhaps irreversible impact it has had on the industry.”\footnote{126} Even Spotify has admitted that all music streaming services are competing with free music, as illegal downloads remain widespread.\footnote{127} The long-term effects of music streaming services have yet to be seen. However, it remains clear that music piracy has created a new generation of consumers that have grown up in an age where music is free,\footnote{128} and this changed mentality has had an irreversible and detrimental effect on the recording industry.

Although the future of the music industry remains uncertain, what is evident is that section 2855(b) operates in a wholly different atmosphere and industry today than during the time of the amendment campaign. A relatively straightforward system once existed where royalty payments from record sales were simply remitted to the artist. However, music streaming services have ushered in a complex web of new technology that must be reconciled with the antiquated sales-based royalty system. This transformation in the consumption of music, in conjunction with section 2855(b), produces a result in which an artist may receive literally pennies for royalties on streaming, and can also be subject to financial penalty in the form of damages when attempting to terminate a recording agreement. Considering this against the backdrop of tremendous music piracy, this presents even more unfair results where artists are struggling to have consumers pay for music at all, while being subject to outrageous damages when they try to exercise a valid legal right to terminate an agreement. While the record labels are not responsible for the changes in the music industry, this unfair result should not be perpetuated.

B. Justify My Damages: How Concerns Put Forth by the Recording Industry to Justify an Amendment No Longer Have Sound Basis

During the campaign for an amendment to section 2855, RIAA and record labels put forth numerous justifications for the amendment. These justifications included the need to safeguard large investments, not turning a profit until the fourth album, and artist negligence.\footnote{129} While these concerns may have been viable at the time, the music industry has changed enormously since then, perhaps rendering some of

\footnote{126} Id.
\footnote{127} Id. at 79.
\footnote{128} Faughnder, supra note 124.
\footnote{129} 116 HARV. L. REV., supra note 32.
those justifications without sound basis.

1. The Justification of Safeguarding Investment and Delayed Profits

The primary justification given by record labels for requiring an amendment providing for the possibility of damages was the large pre-production investment that labels put into artists through advances and artist development.\textsuperscript{130} While this may have been a valid concern in 1985, the way in which labels discover artists and invest in them has changed substantially since then. The record labels’ justification was based on the practice of labels, at the time, heavily focusing on artist development in order to ensure his or her long-term success.\textsuperscript{131} Since the development of a new artist could take time, labels argued that they would not turn a profit on the artist until the fourth album.\textsuperscript{132}

However, this strategy has undergone a transformation, with labels now often signing artists that have already, independently, amassed a significant following on social networks.\textsuperscript{133} Artists are no longer waiting around for a label to discover them, and are instead taking career advancement into their own hands, with access to tools via the Internet to book tours, record music, and make music videos.\textsuperscript{134} Rather than needing to invest time and effort to establish a following for the artist, the label effectively signs an artist that has independently developed itself.\textsuperscript{135} In fact, in today’s industry, a record label often demands that an artist has already developed a following and a buzz about them before signing him or her.\textsuperscript{136} This has led to a more crowd-sourcing model of A&R, or talent scouting and artist development,\textsuperscript{137} with fans often finding the artist for the record label.\textsuperscript{138} Although it can be argued
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\textsuperscript{136} Helienne Lindvall, \textit{Behind the music: Is the A&R era over?}, THE GUARDIAN (Jan. 27, 2011, 11:47 EST), http://www.theguardian.com/music/musicblog/2011/jan/27/behind-music-industry-ar (“These days, however, major labels increasingly demand that artists already have a ‘momentum’ going before they get involved.”).
\textsuperscript{138} Dan Rys, \textit{The Changing Role of A&R and ‘The Dark Arts of Record Making’ at New Music Seminar}, BILLBOARD (Jun. 21, 2012 6:30 AM EDT), http://www.billboard.com/biz/articles/news/1093004/the-changing-role-of-ar-and-the-dark-arts-of-record-making-at-new-music (“In a lot of ways, A&R is more crowd-sourced now,” said Darius Van Arman, co-owner of indie triumvirate Dead Oceans/JagJaguar/Secretly Canadian, which counts Bon Iver and Sharon van Etten amongst its success stories. ‘Artists are building their own audiences, so sometimes it’s okay to have the fans find an artist for you.’”).
that more album options, and thus a longer term, in a recording contract incentivizes record labels to invest in nurturing the artist’s career, this rationale inherently assumes a need for nurturing. If an artist has already developed a following, a buzz, and music on his own, the need to nurture the artist, and thus, the justification for the section 2855 amendment provided by record labels, seems less convincing today. Without needing to develop an artist from the very beginning and to single handedly establish the artist’s brand, the rationale that a label will not turn profit until the fourth album seems suspect. Additionally, it seems unlikely that a record label would continue to exercise its options up to the fourth album if an artist does not prove profitable after the second album. A record label simply does not have the incentive to continue investing financially in an artist that has not produced profits for the label after two albums. At a minimum, the rationale may have had some sound basis at the time of the amendment but no longer does.

While record labels no longer devote the same amount of time, effort, and capital to artist development, labels do continue to issue advances to artists. However, while a label may invest in an artist financially by providing an advance, the label is still able to safeguard this investment by recouping the loss before the artist receives any profit, as well as carrying any unrecouped debt forward to the next album. Record labels safeguard their advance investment through the use of cross-collateralization clauses. Cross collateralization allows a record label to take money from one revenue stream in order to pay unrecouped balances from another. For example, if the profits from album sales do not amount to enough to cover the advance recoupment, the record label can recoup that balance from other revenue streams that it has access to or can carry the unrecouped balance forward. In effect, this assures that the record label can recoup their pre-production investment from revenue streams in which they did not directly invest and any remaining unrecouped debt is then carried forward to the next album. Thus, an artist can remain in debt to the record label after the recording of the first album if other revenue streams are not sufficient to recoup the advance. This debt is then carried forward and deducted from any profits on the second album, along with the advance given to record
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the second album. Clearly cross-collateralization clauses serve to benefit the record label alone by safeguarding their investment and, unsurprisingly, remain largely non-negotiable. Although RIAA premised its argument on the large investments record labels make, it is interesting to note that artists in industries such as literature and film also require similar investments before generation of profit, while still enjoying the full protection of the seven-year statute and without being subjected to possible damages.146

Artists have not held back from expressing their outrage with this system of keeping the artist in debt, while the record label derives profit first. Notably, during Courtney Love’s dispute with Universal, Love took to the Internet to detail the economics of the industry and explain the extent of the artist’s profits, saying, “the band may as well be working at a 7-Eleven.”147 Love explained that, while a band may experience enormous commercial success, the artist does not derive any tangible benefits.148 Notably, 30 Seconds to Mars’ front man, Jared Leto, also alluded to the possibility that the band’s issues with EMI perhaps began as an issue with finances and accounting, explaining that the band had not derived any profits, and, in fact, was millions of dollars in debt to the label,149 even after achieving enormous success.150

2. The New Wave of 360 Deals and Their Effect on Safeguarding Investment Justifications

While a band remaining millions of dollars in debt to their record label and not receiving any profits after achieving enormous commercial success may seem outrageous, 30 Seconds to Mars actually had a more artist-favorable contract than the new wave of standard recording contracts today.151 Even though 30 Seconds to Mars remained
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in debt to its label as a result of album production and associated costs, and even though their contract may have allowed for cross-collateralization, their contract did not allow EMI to participate in all of the band’s revenue streams, or what is commonly known as a 360 deal.152

With album sales on the steady decline, labels have sought new ways to turn profit on artists.153 360 deals allow record labels to compensate for declining record sales by taking a percentage of the artist’s ancillary rights.154 Ancillary rights encompass earnings derived from such revenue streams as concert ticket sales, merchandising, and endorsement opportunities.155 Notably, the revenue streams that labels participate in through 360 deals are not limited to revenue streams related to music.156 Labels may also demand revenue from such avenues as appearances in movies and TV,157 thereby allowing labels to derive income from opportunities that the label has not worked to secure for the artist, and, in fact, that the label was not involved in at all.158 While the percentages taken vary from contract to contract, it is not unheard of for a record label to demand fifty percent of profits from streams such as merchandise.159 Record labels can even demand profits from such far-removed revenue streams as an artist selling photographs of their new baby to a tabloid magazine.160 In effect, 360 deals exploit the most viable revenue streams of the artist, thereby insuring that the artist will not only remain in debt to the label, but will not derive a commensurate
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amount of profit from their other endeavors. These 360 deals produce even more onerous results for an artist when the deal also features a cross collateralization clause. Thus, a 360 deal with a cross collateralization clause would not only allow a record label to take a percentage of profits from all income streams, but also allow the application of profits from one stream to cover costs from another. In this way, these two mechanisms operating together allow a record label to safeguard financial investment in recording by exploiting more profitable revenue streams.

In effect, while the contracts at issue in recent disputes centering around section 2855 clearly feature unfair provisions, the new wave of 360 deals, which are quickly becoming industry standard, only serve to further exploit the artist financially. Whereas artists in previous disputes rallying against section 2855(b) had a strong argument that the statute imposed involuntary servitude, in which the artist either remained in the contract or was subject to legal action, those artists were still able to derive profits from ancillary revenue streams. So while the artists may have been effectively stuck in a contract, they could still potentially count on ancillary rights to drive profits. For example, since 30 Seconds to Mars was not locked into a 360 deal, the label most likely could not take a percentage of their touring and merchandising revenues. Therefore, in previous disputes, even if an artist was sued for damages, the artist would still be able to derive revenue from other streams, such as endorsements, merchandising, and other entertainment-related appearances. However, with a 360 deal, a label may not only sue the artist for damages upon the exercise of the termination right as a result of section 2855(b), but also participate in all revenue streams until the exercise of termination. Thus, the record labels’ safeguard of investment justification for the amendment to section 2855 seems even less sound, as labels now have access to all revenue streams, including ones in which they did not invest and seemingly have no attachment.

Against a backdrop of decline in record sales and piracy abound, these clauses serve to recoup the financial investment of the labels as quickly as possible, regardless of the state of the music industry. While this insurance on their investment may seem fair, artists can remain severely in debt to their labels if record sales do not amount to more than the advance, plus numerous added costs. An artist simply cannot afford to exit a recording agreement after seven years and face the
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prospect of damages while already in debt to the label.

3. 360 Deals and Their Effect on the Justification of Artist Negligence

In campaigning for an amendment to section 2855, RIAA and record labels also claimed that artist negligence was a chief source of undelivered records. RIAA further argued that artists favoring other pursuits, such as TV appearances and live concerts, caused this negligence. However, neither of these justifications have sound basis anymore. Not only do artists have increased marketing and promotional obligations, which naturally delay the time between production of albums, but, with the new guard of 360 deals, record labels derive profits from these other pursuits of the artist.

While at the time of the amendment, it may have been possible for an artist to produce seven albums within a seven year time span, this no longer holds true and, in fact, is undesirable for both record labels and artists alike. In a previous age of music, it was not unheard of for an artist, such as Prince or Elton John, to produce an album roughly once a year (or even less). However, this immense productivity took place during a time in which record sales were a viable avenue of making profits. Nowadays, comparatively, with a steady increase in the cost of concert tickets, profit is primarily derived from touring. For an artist without a 360 deal, meaning the record label would not share in revenue from touring or merchandise, touring is a means to produce income. In fact, touring has long been the primary source of income for artists, even when album sales were at their height. Even if a band is not locked into a 360 deal in which the label derives profit from touring and merchandise, touring provides a necessary promotional aspect, which benefits the label through exposure to potential
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consumers of music.

With 360 deals, or at least some form of them, quickly becoming standard,\(^{175}\) and record sales on the decline,\(^{176}\) record labels actually have an incentive to encourage touring and the pursuit of other avenues, such as TV appearances. This changing paradigm has produced a new idea of productivity, with artists such as Taylor Swift only producing an album every two or three years.\(^{177}\) While at the time of the amendment, an artist touring and seeking out other projects other than recording albums took away profit from the label, this is simply no longer true. While in 1985, a record label would not have had the financial incentive to encourage an artist, such as Madonna, to pursue movie appearances,\(^{178}\) the financial incentives have changed because the record label has a stake in those profits. Since this financial incentive seems to be the basis of the labels’ justification for artist negligence causing undelivered albums, this concern is now mitigated by 360 deals. Simply put, record labels cannot have their cake and eat it too by simultaneously claiming artist negligence while deriving enormous profits from these other revenue streams of the artist.

**IV. SECTION 2855(B) AND DAMAGES THEORIES**

Since section 2855(b) lacks a definition of the term “damages,”\(^{179}\) artists are left vulnerable to being immediately slapped with a lawsuit for an uncertain amount of liability upon exercise of their termination right after seven years. Since the legislature has not provided guidance as to how much in damages for undelivered albums a record label is capable of recovering from an artist, the record label holds all the cards in the dispute. Without guidelines or a limit on damages, the record label can essentially sue for a seemingly arbitrary dollar amount once the termination right is exercised.\(^{180}\) After all, “it doesn’t keep [the record labels] awake suing you for [millions of dollars],” but rather it serves to exert emotional and financial stress on the artist until the artist caves in and agrees to settle.\(^{181}\)

Not only do 360 deals make justifications given for the amendment unreasonable, they also make a potential damages calculation under the statute even more onerous to artists. Since the statute lacks a definition
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of damages, record labels argue that a damages calculation should be based on lost profits based on the undelivered albums. At the time of the amendment to section 2855, profits were derived largely from record sales and labels did not participate in other revenue streams. However, with the taking of a percentage of revenue from ancillary rights becoming standard, the potential damages calculation is even more oppressive to the artist.

A. Potential Damage Theories: Lost Profits

Without statutory guidance for a definition of damages, and without case law on the matter, artists are left to speculate potential damages amounts when considering whether to terminate a contract under section 2855. In suggesting a basis for damages, record labels put forth the theory of damages based on lost profits, calculated by expected profits on the additional undelivered albums.

However, this lost profits approach is problematic for a few reasons. An analysis of lost profits damages would need to include a finding that the defendant’s conduct was a proximate cause of the damages, that the damages were foreseeable, and that the damages can be shown with reasonable certainty. A theory of lost profits presents a potential issue for the reasonable certainty prong of the analysis. First and foremost, lost profits are “notoriously hard to quantify.” For example, prior success of an artist does not necessarily guarantee the success of future albums, and little success in the past does not necessarily preclude enormous success of a future album. Past record sales, evidence of a fan base, and other artist data could be used to help with an assessment of lost profits; however, that assessment would still lack certainty. While commentators have suggested that a court should not be involved in assessing such an incalculable number, a lack of statutory guidance by the legislature requires that courts potentially make this rather subjective assessment of an artist’s present and future career success. Secondly, the theory of lost profits in today’s music industry is even more onerous to artists than when the damages amendment was introduced. At the time of the amendment, record labels only derived profits from record sales (along with recoupment of
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the advance and other expenditures). However, with labels now also deriving profits from ancillary activities through the use of 360 deals, a record label would likely argue that a lost profits estimation would include revenue from those ancillary avenues as well. This, potentially, results in an even more outrageous damages calculation than was likely at the time of the amendment. Additionally, if an artist is successful in terminating the contract, he is free to seek out another label. However, since label profits almost always outweigh artist profits, the damages that the artist would be subject to would certainly outweigh any profits made by the artist under a new record deal. Therefore, with no limit or guidelines on this lost profits calculation, an artist is not incentivized to exercise his legal right to terminate.

B. Potential Damage Theories: Actual Investment

Commentators, in contrast, have advocated for a theory of damages based on actual investment by the record label, stating that a lost profits theory is too speculative. These commentators suggest that expenditures in the artist’s career, such as advances and recoupable expenditures, including recording and video production costs, should form the sole basis of liability. However, with the decline of record sales and pervasive piracy, the paradigm of an artist remaining in debt to their record label even after commercial success is becoming all too common. Record labels are entering into contracts fully apprised of current economic conditions and are choosing to make large pre-production advances. An artist should not be punished for present economic conditions by having to repay advanced costs if the artist has rendered his recording, marketing, and promotional obligations under the agreement in good faith. It is also suggested that artists should only be liable when a label has exercised an option and paid the advance, after which the artist terminates the agreement. This damages theory also seems to only provide a solution for a very narrow set of circumstances, as record labels in campaigning for the amendment did not stress concern about an artist “making off with advances.” While this calculation would certainly be less onerous to the artist, it would effectively make the damages provision inapplicable in all but a very narrow set of circumstances, rendering a full repeal of the amendment a far more preferable alternative.
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C. Effect of Lack of Statutory Guidance on Damages

This uncertainty about the amount of damages that the artist will be exposed to seems to play an enormous role in the decisions of artists to settle with their record labels instead of litigating.\(^\text{197}\) In fact, the provision appears “uniquely geared to forcing settlement.”\(^\text{198}\) For example, 30 Seconds to Mars’ documentary shows them extensively wrestling with whether to continue litigation against EMI, in the face of such an obscene amount of possible liability.\(^\text{199}\) As mentioned before, 30 Seconds to Mars was not locked into a 360 deal,\(^\text{200}\) and EMI still claimed $30 million in liability. This begs the question: how obscene an amount of damages would a record label claim under a 360 deal, when those damages could encompass virtually every action in the entertainment industry taken by the artist?\(^\text{201}\) Frankly, that is simply not a question a struggling artist wants the answer to. This uncertainty serves to create a situation in which the artist is incentivized to remain with the record label, regardless of the number of years that have passed or the character of the relationship with the label, in order to avoid liability. Rather than being free to pursue other employment opportunities, and possessing the ability to change circumstances in order to optimize their welfare,\(^\text{202}\) artists must choose to remain bound to a contract for an inordinate number of years or be figuratively slapped with a lawsuit for an astounding amount of liability. Without the resources or time to weather a drawn out lawsuit, artists are forced to compromise with the very record label they seek to depart from. Should the legislature step in to provide guidance for the calculation of damages, an artist would have a better bargaining position in a potential dispute with a record label.

V. Proposal

While section 2855 becomes the focus of attention during the time of a dispute between an artist and his or her record label, historically, the spotlight has waned shortly after settlement between the parties.\(^\text{203}\) We cannot sit idly and wait another few years for an additional major dispute between an artist and a label to address artists’ concerns about the statute. We must revive the efforts made by Senator Kevin Murray in 2002 to draw the legislature’s attention to review of section 2855.\(^\text{204}\)
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Specifically, a revival of a campaign to allow the legislature to review the applicability of section 2855 to recording contracts, with a focus on the section 2855(b) damages provision, must occur. The legislature must step in to evaluate the application of the provision in the face of a changed music industry. When considered in light of current economic circumstances and deals, the damages provision serves to create an even more pervasively unfair result for the artist.

While a full repeal of section 2855(b)(3) has been furiously advocated for in the past and remains the ideal solution for artists, those numerous efforts have not seen much success. Since the number of major record labels dominating the music industry has only decreased since the last major dispute over section 2855, the power to stall these efforts has only grown more concentrated. Given the power that these major labels exercise over the industry and their necessary role in the career of an artist, a full repeal appears unlikely.

While a full repeal remains unlikely, the legislature must review the statute in light of current industry circumstances, and the resulting inapplicability of justifications given by the recording industry for a damages provision. I propose two compromises to remedy the pervasively unfair results that the statute has caused: (1) the addition of a good faith requirement, and (2) guidance from the legislature on the calculation of damages, specifically a limit on recovery of damages to one undelivered album.

Even though record labels have claimed that artist negligence causes options under a recording contract to remain unfulfilled, extensive marketing and promotional obligations are the more likely cause. It is certainly reasonable to demand damages on undelivered albums from an artist that has intentionally neglected his duties to record under the agreement to the detriment of the record label. For example, it would be reasonable to seek damages from an artist who takes the advance from the record label and then subsequently refuses to record or from an artist who intentionally sits out the remainder of the contract. However, the damages provision applies to all artists equally, rather than being restricted to cases of willful artist neglect. If an artist
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is required to participate in extensive promotional and marketing obligations, these required activities could naturally delay the time between recording albums. The artist is required to participate in these record-delaying activities, while still facing punitive damages when attempting to legally terminate the agreement. It is simply unreasonable for a record label to have the ability to not only require these activities, but to demand damages from unfulfilled recording obligations when those recording dates are pushed back by required promotional efforts.

To remedy this, the first change that must be implemented is a good faith requirement, along with an abolishment of damages as a result of a finding of good faith. If an artist has attempted, in good faith, to record albums required under the agreement with a reasonable time period in between each recording, the artist should not be subjected to punitive action in the form of damages. Provided that there is no evidence of intentional action to sit out the contract until seven years from commencement, there is no reasonable basis for punishing the artist. Although record labels may take the position that the damages constitute compensation of future losses, these future losses are never guaranteed even with a massively successful artist. 216 A good faith requirement would serve to hold the artist accountable and reduce the possibility of artist negligence, while providing an artist with some measure by which to evaluate his actions in deciding whether to exercise a termination right. A good faith requirement would incentivize the artist to comply with all obligations under the agreement, while not being subject to damages if, because of economic or other conditions, a record label has not recouped all of its investment.

The second change that must be implemented is a limit on the damages imposed on an artist to one undelivered album, if an artist has not complied in good faith. Artists may have many reasons for sitting out a contract, including an unproductive relationship with his label or the financial need to pursue other income avenues. While these reasons do not excuse acting in bad faith to wait out the agreement, holding an artist liable for damages for all options left on the agreement is excessively punitive and the measure of which is wholly speculative. This compromise would insure that a record label can recoup its immediate or near future potential losses, while granting the artist the freedom to seek out a different record label. This limit would also only put a slight short-term financial burden on the artist and allow the artist to better optimize his welfare by lessening the time it would take to turn profit under the new recording contract. 217 In addition, while the damages for one undelivered album may not be simple to calculate, the
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calculation would be much less speculative than a calculation of damages based on multiple albums, which would necessarily be influenced by factors such as success of each previous album.

Finally, the legislature must step in to determine how to calculate damages under the statute. Since these disputes usually do not make it to a courtroom, a record label can simply claim any amount in damages in order to force the artist into settlement. This causes a perversion of the intent of the legislature in enacting the statute\(^{218}\) by restricting the freedom of contract and all but eliminating the prospect of seeking out new employment opportunities after seven years. Furthermore, with the possibility of profits from ancillary rights being included in a damages calculation, the connection between the termination of the agreement and a claimed damages amount by the record label can become even more attenuated and onerous on the artist. The legislature should seek to limit a damages calculation to lost profits based on reasonably projected revenue from record sales, touring, and merchandising. The inclusion of potential lost profits from other ancillary activities unrelated to music merely serves to create a more pervasively unfair calculation, since these profits are even more speculative and incalculable than revenue from traditional music-related avenues. These proposed changes would serve to mitigate the unfair results that section 2855(b) has continued to impose on artists.

**CONCLUSION**

While much ink has been spilled expounding on recording contracts and the doctrine of unconscionability,\(^{219}\) the reality is that in order for a court to have a chance to find a standard recording contract’s term provision unconscionable, a dispute must actually make it before a court. However, the statute, as written, simply does not make it feasible or attractive for an artist to maintain the wherewithal necessary to litigate against a record label, especially a major label.\(^{220}\) Furthermore, an artist may be wary to even exercise a termination right after seven years for fear of an uncertain amount of liability. Considering the public policy reasons for enacting the statute, this cannot be the result that the legislature intended.

Furthermore, in light of a changed music industry, the justifications for the damages provision seem less valid than at the time of the passage of the amendment. Instead of waiting for another dispute

\(^{218}\) 116 HARV. L. REV., supra note 32.

\(^{219}\) See generally Gardner, supra note 4; 116 HARV. L. REV., supra note 32; Chang, supra note 146.

\(^{220}\) S.B. 1246, supra note 14 (“While the artist might prevail in that litigation, . . . no artist can afford to risk taking off three to five years during his or her career while the litigation takes place.”).
between an artist and a record label to open the discussion of section 2855 again, the legislature must step in to evaluate the operation of section 2855 in today’s music industry. With the future of the music industry more uncertain than ever, and artists struggling to generate profits, the legislature cannot allow blameless artists that provide a necessary service to the population to be subject to lawsuits for an outrageous amount of damages. As is, the statute allows record labels to have the upper hand in disputes and forces the artist to make the choice between indentured servitude and enormous potential liability. In good conscience, the legislature cannot allow this result to persist.
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